Surgical treatment of elephantiasis of the feet in congenital lymphedema to facilitate the use of a compression mechanism
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Abstract: The aim of the current study is to report on the minimal surgical treatment of elephantiasis of the feet to facilitate the use of compression mechanisms. The cases of two patients with congenital lymphedema that evolved to elephantiasis involving the feet are reported. Intensive treatment of the lymphedema was performed with a significant reduction in size thus allowing a better identification of the limits of tissue masses for the surgical approach. This reduction enabled primary suturing of the lesions to be carried out and fast healing of the wounds. The surgery greatly improved large deformities of the toes and feet and facilitated further treatment of the lymphedema using bandaging. Thus, the skin was preserved, there was a reduction in the size of the feet, and the patients were able to start wearing shoes.
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Introduction
Lymphedema is a type of edema that occurs due to an abnormal accumulation of fluids and other substances in the tissues resulting from failure of the lymphatic system associated with insufficiency of extrafollicular proteolysis of proteins in the cell interstice and the mobilization of macromolecules, including hyaluronic acid. The progression of lymphedema to elephantiasis associated to an increased incidence of episodic adenolymphangitis is of great concern, as it causes physical suffering, permanent disability and economic loss to patients.

Lymph drainage, exercising, hygiene care, compression mechanisms, and more recently the association of occupational activities, and cervical stimulation are recommended in the treatment of lymphedema. Excisional surgical therapy can be effective for chronic advanced lymphedema, but appropriate postoperative physiotherapy is essential to ensure that the results last.

The aim of the current study is to report on the surgical treatment of elephantiasis of the feet in order to facilitate the use of compression mechanisms.

Case report 1
The case of a 64-year-old patient, who suffers from congenital lymphedema of the legs which evolved to elephantiasis despite different types of therapy, is reported (Figures 1 and 2). Intensive treatment of the lymphedema was performed using manual lymph drainage (about one hour per day) simultaneously associated with mechanical lymph drainage using the RAGodoy apparatus (for seven to eight hours daily) and homemade compression stockings made from a cotton-polyester material around the thigh.
and leg. This stocking was developed, after studies by the authors, using a material which in Brazil is called gorgurão. This material is a mixture of 50% cotton and 50% polyester and thus has the characteristics of being low stretch and inexpensive; this is important as most of the patients have low incomes. For personal hygiene, the stockings can be put on and removed by the patient and thus provide independence. The stockings are made similar to commercial made-to-measure stockings with Velcro or hook-and-eye fasteners being used so that the patient can adjust the size and thus the pressure exerted by the garment. A reduction in the size of the thighs and feet was obtained, however deformities of the feet made the use of compression and shoes difficult. Thus the patient was submitted to surgery to remove deformities with 870 and 780 grams of tissue being resected from the feet. The shape of the feet was then adapted so that a compression mechanism could be used. After surgery, nonelastic bandaging was employed and maintained until scarring was complete (two months). The treatment of lymphedema continued with further reductions in size. In this case, intensive treatment of eight hours daily was maintained for 15 days using compression therapy, manual lymph drainage and mechanical lymph drainage utilizing the RAGodoy apparatus until the legs were within the normal size range. The patient was then able to perform day-to-day activities such as going for a walk, driving a car, washing and dressing, and working. Currently the patient attends the clinic for monthly follow-ups for volumetric evaluations and the patient is counseled

Figure 1 Before and after reconstruction surgery of the foot and toes.

Figure 2 The leg at the start of treatment and during clinical treatment.
about lymphedema; there is no cure for this disease, but the size of the limbs can be maintained within the normal range by following the treatment guidelines.

Case report 2
The case of a 56-year-old patient with congenital lymphedema that evolved to elephantiasis is reported (Figures 3 and 4). The patient was submitted to intensive clinical treatment of the lymphedema of six to eight hours per day. Treatment included manual and mechanical lymph drainage with compression therapy of the thigh and leg using a stocking made from a cotton-polyester material. After reduction in the size of the leg, the patient was submitted to surgery which removed 2970 grams of tissue from the foot. After surgery it was possible for the patient to utilize compression mechanisms on the feet. With further treatment of the lymphedema the size of the foot was reduced sufficiently for the patient to once again wear normal shoes.

Discussion
The current report shows the clinical experience of removing large lymphedematous deformities from the feet. The most important aspect of this approach was the maintenance of the integrity of the skin with resections being performed to remodel the feet in order for compression therapy to be possible. The initial clinical treatment allowed a reduction
in fibrosis, reducing the size of the lesions and thus of the feet. From this stage it was possible to better identify the abnormal tissue masses and plan resections, as previously it had been impossible to clearly see the edges of tissue masses. The utilization of this approach would have been difficult without the initial clinical treatment producing reductions in size of the limbs. The planning of the surgery in these two cases was carefully discussed with experienced Brazilian plastic surgeons who recommended not performing the surgery before there was a reduction in size. This is important for the success of treatment as, attempts of resection without first reducing the size have not achieved comparable results.

The proposal is to remodel the foot so that compression can be adequately employed but without the surgical approach being too aggressive. Clinical treatment after surgery allowed these patients to obtain further reductions in the lymphedema of the feet and to start to wear normal shoes again. Thus this treatment improved the quality of life for the patients.

Intensive treatment of lymphedema immediately followed by surgery constitutes the most efficacious and fastest method of reducing the size of lymphedematous limbs. Additional to the intensive outpatient treatment of the lymphedema before the surgical procedure, these patients were hospitalized for two days prior to surgery for intensive treatment. This conduct reduces the swelling of the legs and feet as much as possible before surgery, thereby assisting the surgical technique.
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